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1. Introduction
We consider an additive-separable multiattribute choice
problem having m alternatives i, 1  i  m, each charac-
terized by k attribute values xi r , 1 r  k. The utility of
the ith alternative, with proﬁle xi = xi1 xi2     xi k	, is
deﬁned as
Ui =w1xi1+w2xi2+ · · ·+wkxik (1)
where the wr are nonnegative weighting parameters subject
to the constraint w1+w2 + · · · +wk = 1. As is customary,
we assume that the xi rs have been normalized, and take
values in the interval 01. The problem is to identify
which of the m alternatives is best, i.e., has the largest
value of Ui. We assume here that the utilities Ui are merely
ordinal, that is, these values serve only to rank the alter-
natives i, and utility differences or averages have no nec-
essary meaning as they would for cardinal or vNM utility.
Equivalently, the utilities Ui can be outputs of an additively
separable value function (Keeney and Raiffa 1976) whose
marginal value functions yield the proﬁle values xi j . The
assumptions needed for this decomposition are appropriate
or a good approximation in many situations.
In applications, it is often the case that the weighting
parameters are not known with any precision. This there-
fore raises the issue of how sensitive decisions are to the
lack of such knowledge. In this paper, we consider situa-
tions where although precise values are unknown, the deci-
sion maker can nonetheless order the weights by size. Thus,
without loss of generality, we assume that w1  w2  · · ·
 wk  0, and that the decision maker knows this correct
ordering. This means that beginning with x1 = x2 = · · · =
xk = 0, it is most preferred to swing x1 to one, next most
preferred to swing x2 to one, and so on. This assumption
is realistic in many scenarios. In our teaching experience,
managers strongly agree with the claim that prioritizing
is an essential managerial skill that many people perform
regularly in their decision making. There is a considerable
body of literature on using additive value functions to rank
order alternatives using these same assumptions (Barron
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and Barrett 1996). For example, Butler et al. (1997) discuss
this problem and use sensitivity analysis for the weights,
and Rao and Sobel (1980) use the rank order to derive
marginal distributions for the weights.
The range of applications is broad because it includes
instances of both individual and group decision making.
Consider having to choose one of several candidates to ﬁll
a job opening, or one of several locations for a vacation. It
is easy to imagine a decision maker, or a group, that may
easily know or agree on which attributes are the most rele-
vant, and on their order. However, this individual or group
may have difﬁculties in determining or reaching agreement
on, the precise values to be given to the weights. Of course,
members must also agree on the precise values of each
alternative on each attribute.
Rather than attempting to ﬁnd precise values of the
weights or to reach a group agreement (Baucells and Sarin
2003), the individual or group might consider using a deci-
sion rule that does not depend on using exact values for the
weights. In this paper, we explore how the use of a class
of such decision rules or heuristics affects performance and
thus contributes to gaining understanding when the knowl-
edge of precise weights is or is not necessary for effective
decision making. Speciﬁcally, we exploit the concept of
cumulative dominance (Kirkwood and Sarin 1985), the core
concept of this paper. To illustrate, consider two alterna-
tives with attribute proﬁles given by x1 = 080205	 and
x2 = 0104	. Here, alternative 1 cumulative dominates
alternative 2 because x11  x21, x11 + x12  x21 + x22
and x11+x12+x13  x21+x22+x23. Cumulative dom-
inance is present when there is at least one alternative that
cumulative dominates all others. If weights are nonnega-
tive and nonincreasing, then any such alternative has the
highest utility value. Of course, in the presence of simple
dominance (an alternative is best on all attributes), then any
such alternative will also have the highest utility.
Given a set of alternatives, one can easily check for the
presence of simple or cumulative dominance. However, to
study this issue with greater generality, one needs to spec-
ify the decision environment. To do so, we consider the
attribute values of the m alternatives as being the realiza-
tion of a probabilistic model. We restrict attention to binary
attributes, taking values zero and one. Although this is not
the most general case of multiattribute choice, the binary
setting does have an interest on its own. For example, it is
common to have features that are either present or absent
(e.g., the candidate has a certain academic degree or not), or
that take two values (e.g., the candidate is male or female).
Also, to simplify the decision, the decision maker may use
a cutoff to classify the attribute values as either high (=1)
or low (=0) (e.g., the candidate has a sufﬁcient knowledge
of a certain foreign language or not). Finally, even if the
attribute is multivalued, the decision maker may be able to
distinguish between zero and nonzero values, but be insen-
sitive to the actual magnitude of the attribute (Hsee and
Rottenstreich 2004).
We propose two probabilistic models that are generaliza-
tions of a simple Bernoulli model in which attribute val-
ues xi r are assumed to be independent Bernoulli random
variables with parameter p (taking value one with prob-
ability p and taking value zero with probability 1 − p),
0<p< 1. In the ﬁrst model, the probability p may change
from attribute to attribute. In the second model, we allow
positive interattribute correlation. One of our goals is
to calculate exact probability values for the presence of
simple and cumulative dominance in these environments.
For simple dominance, we derive a closed-form expres-
sion in the Bernoulli case, and recursion-based expressions
for the other cases. For cumulative dominance, we apply
ROBDDs, a well-known computational technique suited for
binary settings, to calculate the probabilities. We are able
to apply the ROBDD-based approach for up to 10 alterna-
tives and 10 attributes, which is well beyond the scope of
previous studies (Kirkwood and Corner 1993).
To facilitate comparison, we set as a base case the
Bernoulli model with parameter p = 1/2. We then per-
form sensitivity analysis with respect to (i) high and low
values of p; (ii) low-to-high and high-to-low patterns for
pr , 1  r  k; and (iii) moderate and high levels of cor-
relation. As expected, the presence of simple dominance
decays rapidly as the number of attributes grows. In con-
trast, the presence of cumulative dominance decays more
slowly. Probabilities of cumulative dominance are high in
favorable environments (few attributes, high p, and high
correlation). Moreover, probabilities of cumulative domi-
nance are reasonable in unfavorable environments (many
attributes, low p, and low correlation). Being able to cal-
culate exact probabilities for up to 10 alternatives provides
a surprising result: as the number of alternatives increases,
levels of simple and cumulative dominance fall at ﬁrst, but
then increase. We provide an explanation for this.
The high probabilities of cumulative dominance explain
the effectiveness of certain heuristics whose key property
is compliance with cumulative dominance: in the presence
of cumulative dominance, the heuristic chooses (one of)
the dominant alternatives. Hence, the probability of having
cumulative dominance is a lower bound for the probability
that a compliant heuristic chooses a best alternative.
A heuristic possessing this property, and the one that
originally motivated this study, is deterministic elimination
by aspects (DEBA), which is a variant of the elimination by
aspects heuristic proposed by Tversky (1972). (In our for-
mulation, the ordering in which attributes are considered is
ﬁxed, whereas in Tversky’s model the ordering of attributes
is random, with probabilities proportional to the weights.
Our model, however, uses randomization to resolve possi-
ble ties among equivalent alternatives.) We therefore call it
DEBA. DEBA is a lexicographic selection algorithm based
on the attribute ordering. Speciﬁcally, at the ﬁrst stage,
unless all alternatives have the same values (all zeros or
all ones in the binary case), alternatives with the nonhigh-
est value (zero in the binary case) on the ﬁrst attribute are
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eliminated. If all have the same attribute values, then all
alternatives remain at this stage. After this elimination, if
a single alternative remains, it is chosen. Otherwise, the
values of the second attribute are examined, and alterna-
tives with the nonhighest values on that second attribute are
eliminated. Note that DEBA cannot eliminate all alterna-
tives because if all alternatives under consideration have the
same value on a given attribute, then all alternatives survive
this stage; otherwise, one or more alternatives necessarily
have the highest attribute value and survive this stage. This
procedure continues until only one alternative remains or
all attributes have been examined. If several alternatives
remain after all attributes have been examined, then their
attribute values and utility are necessarily the same, and one
of them is chosen at random. DEBA is easy to use because,
in many situations, there is no need to look beyond the ﬁrst
or second attribute to make a decision.
Another important class of heuristics that is compli-
ant with cumulative dominance is EWn/DEBA. EWn/DEBA
ﬁrst chooses the alternatives with the highest total sum of
attribute values up to attribute n, and then breaks ties using
DEBA.
The expected loss of a heuristic is deﬁned as the
expected difference between the utility of a best alterna-
tive and the utility of the alternative chosen by the heuris-
tic. We provide an upper bound on the expected loss for
those heuristics that are fully compliant with cumulative
dominance, i.e., choose one of the alternatives in the set
of alternatives that cumulative dominates all other alterna-
tives up to the highest possible attribute index. DEBA is the
only heuristic that we know in the literature that is fully
compliant. We show that the upper bound for the expected
loss remains reasonable in cases in which the probability of
cumulative dominance is not high, reinforcing the justiﬁca-
tion for the observed effectiveness of DEBA. We emphasize
that this upper bound for the expected loss is independent
of the weights.
This paper has two main contributions. First, it demon-
strates the key role that cumulative dominance has in the
general study of heuristics. Second, based on cumulative
dominance, it develops methodologies to calculate prop-
erties of certain classes of heuristics in binary environ-
ments. Taken together, we are able to justify the observed
good performance of lexicographic DEBA-like heuristics
(Hogarth and Karelaia 2005b, 2006a). As a by-product, we
also develop methodologies to compute the probability of
simple dominance in binary environments, establishing a
lower bound for the probability of choosing a best alterna-
tive for most, if not all, heuristics.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In §2, we
formally introduce simple and cumulative dominance, and
discuss their role in multicriteria decision making. In this
section, we also obtain an upper bound independent of the
precise values of the weights for the loss (looked at as a
random variable) for any fully cumulative dominant heuris-
tic. Section 3 introduces the probabilistic models, explains
ﬁrst how to calculate the probabilities of having simple
and cumulative dominance, second how to calculate the
upper bound for the expected loss, and third reports speciﬁc
numerical results. Section 4 discusses the performance of
DEBA and other heuristics in relation to cumulative dom-
inance. Section 5 concludes and highlights directions for
future work. Most of the proofs are short and are kept
in the main text. An appendix, available in the electronic
companion to this paper, contains the proofs underlying
the closed-form expression for the probability of simple
dominance for the Bernoulli model and the recursion-based
expressions for the probability of simple dominance for the
other two probabilistic models. The electronic companion
to this paper is available as part of the online version that
can be found at http://or.pubs.informs.org/.
2. Compliance with Dominance
The deﬁnitions and results of this section do not depend
on the attributes being binary. Unless stated otherwise, we
assume that the instances of xi r take real values.
2.1. Compliance with Simple Dominance
Alternative i exhibits simple dominance over alternative j
up to attribute r , denoted by sr i j	, if and only if
xi t  xj t for all t, 1  t  r . It is trivial to check that
simple dominance characterizes optimality for nonnegative
weights.
Theorem 1. Ui  Uj for all weights wr  0, 1 r  k, if
and only if ski j	.
We introduce the set Sr , which contains the alternatives
that exhibit simple dominance over any other alternative up
to attribute r . Formally,
Sr = 1 im sri j	 1 j m
Obviously, S1 ⊃ S2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Sk. Note that S1 is nonempty,
and all alternatives in Sr have identical proﬁles up to
attribute r . For example, in the case of three alternatives
with proﬁles x1 = 1010	, x2 = 1001	, and x3 =
0110	, S1 = 12 and S2 = S3 = S4 =. More impor-
tantly, that Sk is nonempty is an indicator of the presence
of simple dominance, and the alternative(s) in Sk will have
the largest utility. A heuristic complies with simple domi-
nance if it chooses an alternative from Sk whenever Sk is
nonempty. Most heuristics, if not all, comply with simple
dominance (this is trivial and we omit the proof of the fol-
lowing result).
Theorem 2. For all weights wr  0, 1  r  k, if Sk is
nonempty, then any heuristic that complies with simple
dominance will choose a best alternative.
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2.2. Compliance with Cumulative Dominance
To present the notion of cumulative dominance, we ﬁrst
consider the cumulative proﬁle of an alternative i, Xi =
Xi1Xi2    Xik	, where component r is given by
Xi r =
r∑
t=1
xi t
Cumulative dominance is identical to simple dominance,
but applied to the cumulative proﬁle: Alternative i exhibits
cumulative dominance over alternative j up to attribute r ,
denoted by cri j	, if and only if Xi t Xj t for all t, 1
t  r . Alternative i cumulative dominates alternative j if i
cumulative dominates j up to attribute k, i.e., if cki j	.
Figure 1 illustrates cumulative dominance using the same
example as in the previous subsection. In the example of
the ﬁgure, alternatives 1 and 2 cumulative dominate alter-
native 3 up to attribute 2, and alternative 1 cumulative dom-
inates alternatives 2 and 3. Presenting Equation (1) as
Ui = w1−w2	Xi1+ w2−w3	Xi2
+ · · ·+ wk−1−wk	Xik−1+wkXik (2)
we clearly see that because the weights are nonnegative
and nonincreasing, a cumulative dominant alternative has
the highest utility. In fact, cumulative dominance charac-
terizes optimality for nonnegative, nonincreasing weights
(Kirkwood and Sarin 1985).
Theorem 3. Ui  Uj for all weights w1  w2  · · · 
wk  0 if and only if cki j	.
Proof. From Equation (2), it follows that
Ui−Uj =
k−1∑
t=1
wt −wt+1	Xi t −Xj t	+wkXik−Xjk	
which is necessarily nonnegative if alternative i cumulative
dominates alternative j and weights are nonnegative and
nonincreasing. For the converse, recall that
∑k
t=1wtxi t ∑k
t=1wtxj t holds for all nonincreasing weights. Hence,
it holds for w1w2w3    wk	 set to 100    0	,
1/21/20    0	     and 1/k1/k1/k    1/k	,
respectively. These k inequalities establish cki j	. 
In parallel with simple dominance, we let Cr denote the
set of alternatives that exhibit cumulative dominance over
any other alternative up to attribute r . Formally,
Cr = 1 im cri j	1 j m
Obviously, C1 ⊃ C2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Ck. Note that C1 is always
nonempty, and that all alternatives in Cr have identical pro-
ﬁles up to attribute r . In the example of Figure 1, C1 =
C2 = 12 and C3 = C4 = 1. Most importantly, if Ck
is nonempty, then Theorem 3 guarantees that the alterna-
tive(s) in Ck will have the largest utility. Hence, choosing
from Ck is a desirable property. A decision heuristic is said
to comply with cumulative dominance if it chooses an alter-
native from Ck whenever Ck is nonempty. This shows the
following.
Figure 1. Cumulative proﬁles of three alternatives x1,
x2, and x3.
0
1
2
3
0 1 2 4
r
x1 = (1, 0,1, 0)
x2 = (1, 0, 0, 1)
x3 = (0, 1,1, 0)
X i
,
r
3
Theorem 4. For all weights w1 w2  · · ·wk  0, if Ck
is nonempty, then any heuristic that complies with cumula-
tive dominance will choose a best alternative.
2.3. Full Compliance with Cumulative Dominance
Cumulative dominance may be lost at some attribute r∗,
i.e., Cr∗ 	=  and Cr∗+1    Ck = . Formally, r∗ is the
largest attribute index for which one alternative cumulative
dominates all others:
r∗ = max
1rk
r Cr 	= 
The case r∗ = 1 can only happen if there exist two alter-
natives i j with xi1 > xj1 and xi1 + xi2 < xj1 + xj2
(e.g., x1 = 0500	 and x2 = 0080	). If attributes
are binary, then these two inequalities cannot be satisﬁed
simultaneously, and r∗  2.
A heuristic fully complies with cumulative dominance
if it always chooses an alternative from Cr∗ . Of course,
full compliance with cumulative dominance implies com-
pliance with cumulative dominance and is a desirable prop-
erty because it ensures a small loss whenever r∗ is high. To
see this, let c be the alternative chosen by a certain heuris-
tic. Given this choice, we deﬁne the loss as the difference
between the utility of the best alternative and the utility
of c, i.e.,
L= max
1im
Ui−Uc (3)
Note that value differences such as L are not necessarily
meaningful for ordinal utilities Ui. To make L meaningful,
it sufﬁces to assume that the Ui arise from an additively
separable measurable value function (Dyer and Sarin 1979).
How large can L be? Recall that a fully compliant heuris-
tic will choose an alternative c in Cr∗ . Let j be the alter-
native with highest utility. Compared to j , how large can
the loss of c be? Intuitively, the loss cannot be larger than
when: (i) the cumulative proﬁles of j and c attain the
same value at r∗ (Xj r∗ = Xcr∗ ), (ii) j is optimum past
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r∗ (xj r∗+1 = xj r∗+2 = · · · = xjk = 1), (iii) c is unfavor-
able past r∗ (xc r∗+1 = xc r∗+2 = · · · = xck = 0), and (iv) the
weights are all equal (wr = 1/k, 1 r  k). In such a case,
we obtain Uj −Uc = k− r∗	/k. We can rigorously prove
that k− r∗	/k is an upper bound for L independent of the
weights.
Theorem 5. If attributes take values between zero and
one and weights are nonnegative and nonincreasing, then
any heuristic that fully complies with cumulative domi-
nance will have a loss with respect to the best alternative
 k− r∗	/k.
Proof. Given a set of weights and using (2), the loss of
the alternative c chosen by the heuristic with respect to any
other alternative i, Ui − Uc, cannot be larger than in the
case in which i would meet the following two conditions:
(1) Xi t = Xc t , 1  t  r∗ (because c ∈ Cr∗ , Xi t  Xc t ,
1 t  r∗), (2) Xi t =Xc t+ t− r∗	, r∗ +1 t  k (which
is possible because all xi t , r
∗ +1 t  k could be one and
all xc t , r
∗ + 1 t  k could be zero). Again using (2), we
have
L
k−1∑
t=r∗+1
wt −wt+1	t− r∗	+wkk− r∗	=
k∑
t=r∗+1
wt
which is zero for r∗ = k. Assume that 1 r∗ < k. To com-
plete the proof, it sufﬁces to show
∑k
t=r∗+1wt  k− r∗	/k
in that case. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that∑k
t=r∗+1wt > k − r∗	/k. Because the weights are nonin-
creasing, we have
∑k
t=r∗+1wt  k− r∗	wr∗+1 and wr∗+1 

∑k
t=r∗+1wt	/k− r∗	 > 1/k. Again using the fact that the
weights are nonincreasing,
∑r∗
t=1wt  r
∗wr∗+1 > r∗/k and,
combining with
∑k
t=r∗+1wt > k− r∗	/k,
∑k
t=1wt > r
∗/k+
k− r∗	/k= 1, the sought contradiction. 
3. Probability of Dominance
In this section, we restrict ourselves to binary attribute val-
ues, i.e., xi r is either zero or one, 1 im, 1 r  k.
3.1. How Pervasive Is Dominance?
For given m and k, one can list all 2mk possible combi-
nations of proﬁles for the m alternatives. Then, count the
combinations for which one alternative dominates all others,
either using simple dominance or cumulative dominance.
This count divided by the 2mk combinations agrees with the
probability of simple and cumulative dominance, respec-
tively, when all xi r are independent Bernoulli random vari-
ables with p = 05. Table 1 reports these calculations for
the case of m = 2 alternatives. In the table and henceforth,
we write PS and PC to denote PSk 	=  and PCk 	= ,
respectively. In the case of k = 3, for example, cumulative
dominance holds in 62 out of 64 possible ordered pairs. The
exceptions are x1 = 100	, x2 = 011	, and vice versa.
Simple dominance is surprisingly common up to three
attributes, but decays rapidly as k increases. In contrast,
Table 1. Possible number of proﬁles of two alter-
natives, numbers of cases of simple and
cumulative dominance, and corresponding
probabilities PS or PC , respectively.
k 22k # Sk 	=  # Ck 	=  PS PC
1 4 4 4 1000 1000
2 16 14 16 0875 1000
3 64 46 62 0719 0969
4 256 146 236 0570 0922
5 1024 454 892 0443 0871
6 4096 1394 3368 0340 0822
7 16384 4246 12742 0259 0778
8 65536 12866 48364 0196 0738
cumulative dominance is guaranteed for up to two
attributes, and decays slowly with k. Even with eight
attributes, we have cumulative dominance in more than
73% of the cases! We later show that PC in Table 1 goes
to zero as k increases. To have a better sense of the likely
presence of dominance, we should explore cases with more
than two alternatives. Better yet, we would like to use more
sophisticated probabilistic models for the xi r . This is the
goal of the probabilistic models that we present next.
3.2. Two Binary Probabilistic Models of
the Environment
Decision makers live in an environment that determines the
set of alternatives from which they choose. We use prob-
abilistic models to capture such an environment: For ﬁxed
values of m and k, the k attribute values of the m alterna-
tives are realizations of some probability distribution. We
propose two models that are generalizations of a simple
Bernoulli model in which the xi r are independent Bernoulli
random variables with parameter p, 0 < p < 1. Our ﬁrst
model is the ZIAC (Zero InterAttribute Correlation) model.
Deﬁnition 1 (ZIAC Model). Given values of pr , 0 <
pr < 1, 1  r  k, the xi r are independent Bernoulli ran-
dom variables with parameter pr (taking value one with
probability pr and value zero with probability 1−pr ).
The ZIAC model is a trivial generalization of the
Bernoulli model. In the Bernoulli model, Exi r = p and p
measures the average “quality” of any attribute. In the
ZIAC model, Exi r  = pr and pr measures the average
quality of attribute r . Our second model, the PIAC (Positive
InterAttribute Correlation) model, is also a generalization
of the Bernoulli model.
Deﬁnition 2 (PIAC Model). Given values of p, 1< p <
1, and  , 0   < 1, the xi r are obtained as xi r = zyhi r +
1 − z	yli r , where the z, yhi r , and yli r are independent
Bernoulli random variables with parameters p, ph = p +√
 1−p	, and pl = p−√ p, respectively.
The PIAC model is intuitively appealing: what produces
the positive correlation between any attribute value pair of
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any alternative is a common cause that shifts the aver-
age quality of the attributes of the alternative. This is cap-
tured by the alternatives belonging to a “good” population
with probability p and to a “bad” population with prob-
ability 1−p. Alternatives in the good population follow
a Bernoulli model with parameter ph = p + √ 1 − p	,
and alternatives in the bad population follow a Bernoulli
model with parameter pl = p−√ p. In the PIAC model,
Exi r  = p, so p measures the average quality of any
attribute and one can check that the positive correlation
between any two attribute values of any given alternative is
precisely  .
Before explicitly calculating PS and PC in these environ-
ments, there are certain limiting properties when either the
number of alternatives or the number of attributes grows
large. For ﬁxed k, the probability, P1, that some alterna-
tive will have all its attributes equal to one tends to one as
m→, ensuring that, for ﬁxed k, PS → 1 as m→. Of
course, if PS tends to one, so does PC .
Theorem 6. For both the ZIAC and the PIAC models, for
ﬁxed k, both PS and PC tend to one as m tends to inﬁnity.
Proof. That P1 tends to one can be easily seen for the
ZIAC model by noting that for that model, P1 = 1 −
1−∏kr=1 pr	m. For the PIAC model, it sufﬁces to note that
for that model,
P1 =
m∑
g=0
(
m
g
)
pg1−p	m−g1− 1− ph	k	g1− pl	k	m−g

m∑
g=0
(
m
g
)
pg1−p	m−g1− 1− pl	k	m
= 1− 1− pl	k	m 
Next, we consider the case of ﬁxed m, and a number of
attributes that increase. Because this case is more complex,
in the case of PC we restrict ourselves to the Bernoulli
model. Furthermore, for PS we impose some conditions on
the ZIAC model.
Theorem 7. For the ZIAC model with a sequence of
parameters p1 p2 p3    satisfying inf r1 pr > 0 and
supr1 pr < 1 and for the PIAC model, for ﬁxed m, PS tends
to zero as k tends to inﬁnity. For the Bernoulli model, for
ﬁxed m, PC tends to zero as k tends to inﬁnity.
Proof. That for both models, for ﬁxed m, PS tends to zero
as k→ follows from the fact that in both models, assum-
ing Sk nonempty, the probability that Sk decreases when
k increases by one is bounded from below by a positive
quantity q independent of k. Hence, as k increases, Sk
will decrease in a ﬁnite number of k increments with prob-
ability one and, because m is ﬁxed, as k increases, Sk will
become empty with probability one. To determine a q > 0
for the ZIAC model, note that the probability that Sk will
not decrease is the probability that either all alternatives
have attribute k + 1 value zero or all alternatives in Sk
have attribute k + 1 value one, which is 1 − pk+1	m +
p
Sk 
k+1  1− pk+1	m+ pk+1. Hence, the probability that Sk
will decrease is 1− pk+1 − 1− pk+1	m = 1− pk+1	×
1 − 1 − pk+1	m−1  1 − supr1 pr	1 − 1 −
inf r1 pr	
m−1 > 0. To determine a q > 0 for the PIAC
model, note that Sk decreases if xik+1 = 0 for, say,
the minimum i ∈ Sk and xjk+1 = 1 for, say, the min-
imum j 	= i. Alternatives i and j will be good/good,
good/bad, bad/good, and bad/bad with some probability
mass function. Hence, the probability with which Sk will
decrease will be min1−ph	ph 1−ph	pl 1−pl	ph
1−pl	pl= 1−ph	pl > 0.
To see that for the Bernoulli model, for ﬁxed m, PC tends
to zero as k→, note that
Ck 	= =
m⋃
n=1
m⋂
n′=1
n′ 	=n
cknn
′	
Hence, it sufﬁces to prove limk→ Pcknn′	= 0, n′ 	= n.
But, for the Bernoulli model, Xnk −Xn′ k, n′ 	= n because
a function of k is a symmetric random walk. It is well
known that a symmetric random walk crosses zero with
probability one (Durret 2004, Chapter 3). Such crossing
will break any cumulative dominance between alternatives
n and n′, implying limk→ Pcknn′	= 0, n′ 	= n. 
We calculate the probability of encountering simple
and cumulative dominance in these environments. The
computational procedures we develop apply to any desired
parameter values. For illustrative purposes, we set as the
base-case scenario the Bernoulli model with parameter
p= 05. We then consider the following six variations.
(1) To examine the effect of the average attribute quality,
we change the parameter of the Bernoulli model to the
values p= 02 and p= 08.
(2) To examine the effect of varying increasing average
attribute quality, we consider the ZIAC model with a low-
to-high pattern in which pr increases linearly with r from
p1 = 02 to pk = 08, i.e., pr = 02+06r−1	/k−1	. To
examine the effect of varying decreasing average attribute
quality, we consider a high-to-low pattern in which pr
decreases linearly with r from p1 = 08 to pk = 02, i.e.,
pr = 08− 06r − 1	/k− 1	. The average of the prs is in
both cases 0.5, which allows us to compare the results with
the base case.
(3) Finally, to examine the effect of positive interat-
tribute correlation, we consider the PIAC model with p =
05 and two levels of correlation,  = 02 and  = 05.
3.3. Probability of Having Simple Dominance
We are able to ﬁnd a closed-form expression for PS for
the Bernoulli model. Throughout the paper, we use x0 = 1,
x real 	= 0 (see, for example, Beardon 1979, pp. 55–56).
Theorem 8. For the Bernoulli model, the probability that
one alternative exhibits simple dominance over all others is
PS =
m∑
i=1
(
m
i
)
−1	i−1pi+ 1−p	mk
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The appendix in the online supplement contains the
proof. In this same appendix, we also obtain, using discrete-
parameter Markov chains, recursion-based expressions to
calculate PS for the ZIAC and PIAC models. Using these
recursion-based expressions, we can calculate PS for quite
large values of k and m.
Figure 2 plots PS for values of k ranging from 2 to 10 and
values of m ranging from 2 to 10. The seven graphs corre-
spond to the base-case scenario and the six variations. The
more important conclusion is that, except when the average
quality of the attributes is high (the Bernoulli model with
p = 08) or when the alternatives exhibit strong positive
interattribute correlation (the PIAC model with  = 05), PS
decays steeply with k and has small values for large k. In
fact, for large k, PS is never high. Thus, simple dominance
cannot explain the observed good performance of certain
simple heuristics.
For a ﬁxed number of attributes, PS ﬁrst decreases with
the number of alternatives m up to a certain value of m, m∗,
beyond which it increases with m. This pattern can be
explained by the three effects that a new alternative may
have on an existing set of alternatives. The ﬁrst possibil-
ity is that the new alternative simply dominates all oth-
ers, making the new Sk nonempty irrespective of whether
or not it was empty before. Second, the new alternative
may be simply dominated by some alternative, leaving Sk
unchanged. The third possibility is that the additional alter-
native neither simply dominates all others nor is simply
dominated by any alternative, making the new Sk empty
if it was nonempty before. The ﬁrst effect would force an
increase with m of PS , whereas the third effect would force
a decrease. As m increases, the probability that the new
alternative neither simply dominates all others nor is sim-
ply dominated by any other alternative becomes small, and
for large enough m the third effect is negligible and PS
increases with m as a result of the ﬁrst effect. As shown
in Theorem 6, PS , and hence PC , tends to one as m tends
to inﬁnity. The m∗ turning point seems to increase as the
number of attributes k increases and as the average quality
of the attributes decreases (p gets smaller).
The low-to-high and the high-to-low patterns are iden-
tical. In hindsight, this is trivial because in simple domi-
nance, nothing depends on the ordering of the attributes.
Hence, any permutation across attributes would produce the
same values of PS . The probabilities in these two patterns
are contained between the probabilities of the Bernoulli
model with p = 02 and p = 08, which is intuitive. With
respect to the base-case scenario, PS is larger for small m
and is similar for large m. As a result, the turning point m∗
increases.
3.4. Probability of Having Cumulative Dominance
Our goal in this subsection is to compute the probability of
the presence of cumulative dominance for our probabilistic
models. The computation of PC is at ﬁrst glance signiﬁ-
cantly harder than the computation of PS . Assuming that
cumulative dominance holds up to attribute r , one needs
to keep track of all the attribute values up to attribute r
to know if cumulative dominance carries to attribute r + 1.
This makes inefﬁcient the use of Markov chain approaches
to derive recursion-based expressions for PS .
We have taken another approach that exploits the binary
nature of our environment, based on reduced ordered binary
decision diagrams (ROBDDs). We will ﬁrst provide a brief
overview of ROBDDs and explain how ROBDDs can be
used to compute the probability that any given Boolean
function of independent Bernoulli random variables takes
value one. We will provide an illustrative small example.
Next, we will explain with some detail how we used ROB-
DDs to compute PC for the ZIAC and PIAC models. Read-
ers not interested in the ROBDD technique can skip directly
to the results, shown in Figure 4 and discussed in the last
three paragraphs of this subsection.
Of course, we could have used Monte Carlo simulation
to estimate PS and PC . However, such an approach would
be more costly in terms of CPU times than our ROBDD-
based approach if one wants PS and PC to be estimated
with high accuracy. In addition, a numerically exact solu-
tion, if available, is always better than a simulation. The
ROBDDs allow us to calculate PS and PC for sufﬁciently
large values of m and k and support the main message of
the paper: Cumulative dominance-compliant heuristics and
fully cumulative dominance-compliant heuristics perform
well in many cases.
An ROBDD (Bryant 1986) is a directed acyclic graph
having a single root node and two terminal nodes (leaves),
one labeled zero and another labeled one. An ROBDD is
able to represent any arbitrary binary function of binary
variables, i.e., any Boolean function. Each nonterminal
node has two outcoming edges: a 0-edge and a 1-edge.
ROBDDs are called reduced because each node represents
a different Boolean function. The root node represents the
given Boolean function. The terminal node 0 represents
the “0” Boolean function. The terminal node 1 represents
the “1” Boolean function. Each nonterminal node has a
binary variable associated with it. Consider a node n having
associated with it variable x. Let n0 and n1 be the outcom-
ing 0-edge and 1-edge nodes of n, respectively. The nodes
n0 and n1 represent the Boolean functions obtained from
the Boolean function represented by n by setting x to zero
and one, respectively. ROBDDs are called ordered because
they depend on the ordering of the binary variables. To
build the ROBDD of a Boolean function F x1 x2     xn	,
a description of F  	 in terms of x1 x2     xn using basic
Boolean operators like NOT (¬), AND (∧), and OR (∨) is
required. That description can be looked at as a single out-
put combinational circuit (Ercegovac and Lang 1985). The
ROBDD of the function can then be obtained by travers-
ing depth ﬁrst the combinational circuit starting at the
output. When returning from the visit of every noninput
node, the ROBDD of the node can be obtained by com-
bining the ROBDDs of the inputs using well-known proce-
dures (Bryant 1986). Given the ROBDD of a function of n
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Figure 2. PS as a function of m (horizontal axis) and k for the base-case scenario and the six variations.
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Figure 3. ROBDD of a function F x1 x2 x3 x4	 for
the variable ordering x1, x2, x3, x4.
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independent Bernoulli random variables F x1 x2     xn	,
computing PF x1 x2     xn	= 1 is a trivial task. It suf-
ﬁces to perform a depth-ﬁrst traversal of the ROBDD start-
ing at the root node. When returning from the visit of every
nonterminal node n having associated with it variable x,
we obtain the probability that the function represented by n
is equal to one by multiplying Px= 0 by the probability
that the function represented by the 0-edge node is equal to
one, multiplying Px= 1 by the probability that the func-
tion represented by the 1-edge node is equal to one, and
adding up those partial results. Of course, this is possible
because the functions represented by the 0-edge and 1-edge
nodes do not depend on x.
As an illustration, Figure 3 depicts the ROBDD of a
certain Boolean function F x1 x2 x3 x4	=¬¬x1 ∧ x2 ∧
x3∧x4	∨ x1∧¬x2∧¬x3∧¬x4	 for the variable ordering
x1, x2, x3, x4. The root node is node n1. Node n4, for exam-
ple, represents the Boolean function of x3 and x4 obtained
from F x1 x2 x3 x4	 by setting the variables x1 to zero and
x2 to one. The problem is to calculate the probability that F
takes value one, given that the instances of xi are indepen-
dent Bernoulli random variables with parameter p. Assum-
ing that preference is given to the 0-edges over the 1-edges
during the depth-ﬁrst traversal of the ROBDD, nonterminal
nodes would be visited in the order n1, n2, n4, n6, n3, n5, n7.
The probabilities, qm, 1  m  7, that the functions repre-
sented by the nonterminal nodes nm have value one would
be computed in the ordering and with the results:
q6 = 1−p
q4 = 1−p	+p× q6 = 1−p2
q2 = 1−p	+p× q4 = 1−p3
q7 = p
q5 = 1−p	× q7+p= 2p−p2
q3 = 1−p	× q5+p= 3p− 3p2+p3
q1 = 1−p	× q2+p× q3 = 1−p+ 3p2− 4p3+ 2p4
In our particular application, computation of PC using
ROBDDs was performed by noting that PC = PCk 	= 
= P1Ck 	= = 1, 1A denoting the indicator function of
event A, and that the binary random variables underlying
the ZIAC and PIAC models are independent. For the ZIAC
model, the independent Bernoulli random variables are xi s ,
1  i  m, 1  s  k, and the combinational circuit was
built based on
1Ck 	= =
m∨
i=1
m∧
j=1
j 	=i
k∧
s=1
1Xi sXj s
For s = 1, the logic used to generate 1Xi1Xj1, 1 im,
1 j m, j 	= i was
1Xi1Xj1 = 1xi1xj1 = xi1 ∨¬xj1
For generating 1Xi sXj s, 1 i m, 1 j m, j 	= i, 2 
s  k, we used mk− 1	 adders Ai s , 1  i  m, 2 s  k
and mm − 1	k − 1	 comparators Ci j s , 1 im,
1 j m, j 	= i, 2  s  k. Adder Ai s was a specialized
carry propagate adder having as inputs the bs− 1	-bit code-
word Xbs−1	i s−1 X
bs−1	−1
i s−1     X
1
i s−1, bs − 1	 = log2s	
representing in binary code Xi s−1 =
∑s−1
t=1 xi t and the
bs − 1	-bit codeword 00 · · ·0xi s , and as output, the bs	-
bit codeword Xbs	i s X
bs	−1
i s     X
1
i s , bs	 = log2s+ 1	
representing in binary code Xi s =
∑s
t=1 xi t , and was
implemented with NOT, AND, and OR gates. Compara-
tor Ci j s was an iterative bit-sliced comparator having as
inputs the bs	-bit codewords Xbs	i s X
bs	−1
i s     X
1
i s and
X
bs	
j s X
bs	−1
j s     X
1
j s , bs	 = log2s + 1	 and as output
1Xi sXj s, and was also implemented with NOT, AND, and
OR gates.
For the PIAC model, the independent Bernoulli random
variables to be considered are zi, 1 im, y
l
i s , 1 im,
1  s  k, and yhi s , 1  i  m, 1  s  k, and the combi-
national circuit yielding 1Ck 	= was built as for the ZIAC
model adding the logic to obtain xi s , 1 im, 1 s  k,
xi s =¬zi ∧ yli s ∨ zi ∧ yhi s
There are packages that simplify the use of ROBDDs.
Perhaps the most well known currently is the CU Decision
Diagram Package (Somenzi 2005), which we used. This
package uses a slight variant of ROBDDs, called ROB-
DDs with complement 0-edges (Brace et al. 1990). They
are like standard ROBDDs except for the facts that the
root node may represent either the given Boolean func-
tion or its complement and that nonterminal nodes may
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have either an outcoming 0-edge and an outcoming 1-edge
or an outcoming complement 0-edge and an outcoming
1-edge. An outcoming complement 0-edge of a node n
having associated with it variable x leads to a node that rep-
resents the complement of the Boolean function obtained
from the Boolean function represented by n by setting x
to zero. ROBDDs with complement 0-edges have, poten-
tially, a smaller number of nodes than standard ROBDDs.
Adapting the procedure for computing the probability that
a Boolean function of Bernoulli random variables is equal
to one to ROBDDs with complement 0-edges is trivial.
First, if the root node represents the complement of the
given Boolean function, it sufﬁces to note that the proba-
bility that the given Boolean function has value one is one
minus the probability that the Boolean function represented
by the root node is equal to one. Second, let n be the node
from which some complement 0-edge comes out, and let
x be the variable associated with n; then, the probability
that the Boolean function obtained from the Boolean func-
tion represented by n by setting x to zero is one minus
the probability that the Boolean function represented by the
complement 0-edge node is equal to one.
Use of computer memory tends to be the main limita-
tion when using ROBDDs. Memory consumption is deter-
mined by the peak number of reserved nodes during the
ROBDD construction. The CU Decision Diagram Package
includes features to reduce that peak number as much as
possible. We use these features as efﬁciently as possible
to reduce the number of reserved nodes, while maintaining
small CPU times. The size of ROBDDs depends on the
variable ordering. The variable ordering is typically chosen
using heuristics based on the description of the function.
We decided to use the topology heuristic (Nikolskaia et al.
1998). Using this heuristic, we were able to compute in
small CPU times and with modest memory consumption
the probability PC for both probabilistic models for values
of m and k as large as 10. The peak numbers of reserved
nodes increased with both m and k and were a bit larger
for the PIAC model. For m= 10 and k= 10, the peak num-
bers of reserved nodes was 2,325,051 for the ZIAC model
and 2,449,735 for the PIAC model. The total CPU time
to calculate PC for m= 10 and k = 10 in a modest com-
puter platform was 79 seconds for the ZIAC model, and
381 seconds for the PIAC model.
Figure 4 plots PC for values of k ranging from 3 to 10
and values of m ranging from 2 to 10 (for binary attributes,
r∗  2 guarantees PC = 1 for k= 2). The seven graphs cor-
respond to the base-case scenario and the six variations. In
all cases, PC is signiﬁcantly larger than PS (Figure 2). As
for PS , for a ﬁxed number of alternatives m, PC decreases
with k. However, PC decreases at a much slower rate
than PS . For ﬁxed k, there exists a turning point, m
∗, for
m before which PC decays with m and beyond which PC
increases with m. The explanation for these turning points
is a replica of the reasons given in the case of simple dom-
inance, but in terms of cumulative dominance. In fact, as
shown in Theorem 6, for ﬁxed k, PC → 1 as m→.
In the high-to-low pattern, PC improves over the base-
case scenario. Intuitively, if the probability of high values
for the tail attributes is low, then the cumulative dominance
acquired up to some attribute r < k will be easily preserved
all the way until attribute k. In contrast, the performance
deteriorates in the low-to-high pattern. The intuition for this
last result is similar. There is a greater chance that the best
alternative has high values in the tail attributes, but fails to
cumulative dominate the others because it had low values
in the ﬁrst attributes. This also implies that in the low-to-
high pattern, the expected loss will be larger than in the
high-to-low pattern. We will verify this claim in the next
subsection.
For ﬁxed k and m, the values of PC improve with the av-
erage quality of the attributes (Bernoulli model, higher p),
with a high-to-low pattern for average attribute qualities
(ZIAC model, high-to-low pattern) and with positive inter-
attribute correlation (PIAC model, higher  ). PC is close
to one in many cases in which PS is not close to one.
In particular, PC is close to one, even when the number
of attributes is large, when either the average quality of
the attributes is high or when there exists strong positive
interattribute correlation. It is also noteworthy that, in con-
trast with PS and contrary to intuition, PC has signiﬁcant
values even when the attributes are of poor average quality,
attributes exhibit a low-to-high average quality pattern, or
attributes are uncorrelated. Summarizing, the presence of
cumulative dominance predicts good efﬁciency for cumu-
lative dominance-compliant heuristics.
3.5. Upper Bound for the Expected Loss of Fully
Cumulative Dominance-Compliant Heuristics
The probability that a heuristic chooses a best alternative is
an important metric of performance. A probability close to
one guarantees an excellent performance of heuristics that
comply with cumulative dominance. However, if we are in
an environment with low levels of cumulative dominance,
then it is important to know the average or expected loss
of the heuristic. Arguably, the loss is a superior measure
of performance: it takes the value zero when the heuristic
chooses the best alternative, and otherwise, positive values
measuring the utility loss. In many cases, we would be con-
tent with an inferior alternative if we knew that its utility
was reasonably close to the utility of the best alternative.
In this section, we derive an upper bound for the expected
loss of any fully cumulative compliant heuristic.
In the context of a probability model, L, as deﬁned in (3),
is a random variable. Our goal is to provide an upper
bound, ELub, for its expectation. Using Theorem 5, all
that is required is to take expectations and to condition on
the value of r∗:
EL E
[
k− r∗
k
]
=
k∑
r=1
Pr∗ = rk− r
k
=
k−1∑
r=1
Pr∗ = rk− r
k

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Figure 4. PC as a function of m and k for the base-case scenario and the six variations.
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In the binary attribute case, Pr∗ = 1= 0. To calculate
Pr∗ = r, 2 r  k− 1 for the two considered probabilis-
tic models, let Qr	= Pr∗  r. We have
Pr∗ = r=Qr	−Qr + 1	 2 r  k− 1
Because r∗  2, Q2	= 1. Noting that Qr	= PCr 	= ,
the values of Qr	, 3  r  k can be obtained by using
the ROBDD approaches described in §3.4 to compute PC =
PCk 	=  with the index k replaced by the index r .
Figure 5 plots ELub for values of k ranging from 3 to
10 and values of m ranging from 2 to 10, for the base-
case scenario and the six variations. For ﬁxed m, ELub
increases with k, but slowly. For ﬁxed k, there exists a turn-
ing point m∗ before which ELub increases with m and
beyond which ELub decreases with m. The fact that, for
ﬁxed k, the probability that some alternative will have all
its attribute values equal to one tends to one as m→
ensures that for ﬁxed k, ELub will tend to zero as m→.
Not surprisingly, the value of ELub is very small when the
attributes have good average quality (Bernoulli model, p=
08) and when there exists strong positive interattribute cor-
relation (PIAC model,  = 05). More importantly, there are
cases (see Figure 4) in which PC is not high and ELub is
reasonably small. In particular, ELub is reasonably small,
even when the number of attributes is large in the pres-
ence of a high-to-low pattern in the average attribute qual-
ity (ZIAC model, high-to-low pattern) and when there is
moderate positive interattribute correlation (PIAC model,
 = 02). Thus, the predicted good performance of cumu-
lative dominance-compliant heuristics is made stronger for
fully cumulative dominance-compliant heuristics.
Although ELub is a reasonably good upper bound and
applies to all heuristics that fully comply with cumula-
tive dominance, much better upper bounds for ELub can
be obtained for the particular case of DEBA. Two of the
authors have worked out improved upper bounds for the
particular case of DEBA (Carrasco and Baucells 2008). The
improved upper bounds reduce the values presented here
roughly by half.
4. Cumulative Dominance and Heuristics
Performance
4.1. DEBA
As described above, DEBA is a lexicographic heuristic that
can be formalized as follows. Consider m alternatives, each
with k attributes taking real values (the binary case is a par-
ticular case). DEBA proceeds in steps. Let Ar , 1 r  k, be
the subsets of alternatives that survive the selection steps of
DEBA. The subset A1 includes the alternatives with largest
values of xi1. A2 includes the alternatives in A1 with largest
xi2, etc. Obviously, A1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Ak. The set Ak is guaran-
teed to be nonempty and all alternatives in Ak have the
same proﬁle: DEBA ﬁnalizes by choosing at random from
the alternatives in Ak 	= .
We now argue that DEBA fully complies with cumulative
dominance. This can be seen informally as follows. For
some r , assume that Cr is nonempty, and consider some
alternative j not in Cr . Alternative j is not in Cr for a
reason: it is the case that for some attribute t  r , xj t was
smaller than xi t , i ∈ Ck. Hence, j cannot survive DEBA’s
elimination step t.
Theorem 9. DEBA is fully cumulative dominance com-
pliant.
Proof. We will show that Ar = Cr , 1 r  r∗. The result
then follows because DEBA chooses an alternative from
Ak, and Ak ⊂ Ar∗ = Cr∗ . That Cr ⊂ Ar , 1  r  k, can
be seen by induction on r . Obviously, C1 = A1. Assume
that the result holds for r = s and consider the case r =
s + 1. Let i ∈ Cs+1. We have Xi s+1  Xj s+1, 1  j  m,
j 	= i. Because Cs+1 ⊂ Cs , by the induction hypothesis i ∈
As . Assume that i As+1. Then, there exists an alternative
l ∈ As+1, l 	= i, with xl s+1 > xi s+1 and xlu = xiu, 1 
u s. However, this implies Xi s+1 <Xls+1 and, therefore,
i Cs+1, a contradiction. That Ar ⊂Cr for all r , 1 r  r∗
can be seen by contradiction. Take some r , 1 r  r∗, and
an alternative i such that i ∈ Ar and i  Cr . Because all
alternatives in Ar are identical up to attribute r , this would
imply Ar ∩ Cr = , which by Cr ⊂ Ar implies Cr = , a
contradiction. Thus, Ar =Cr for all r , 1 r  r∗. 
As a procedure, DEBA generalizes—to more than two
alternatives—the lexicographic binary-choice model Take-
The-Best (TTB) proposed by Gigerenzer and Goldstein
(1996). There is a small difference, however: in TTB, the
attributes are ordered by their validities (ability to predict
the criterion). The validities are computed using a database
of previous instances of alternatives, whereas in DEBA the
ordering of the attributes is assumed to be known.
Using simulations or particular data sets of alternatives,
several studies have shown TTB to be effective in relation
to alternative simple-decision heuristics (Gigerenzer and
Goldstein 1996, Czerlinski et al. 1999, Martignon and
Hoffrage 1999, 2002) as well as having desirable prop-
erties for both binary and multivariate choice (Hogarth
and Karelaia 2006a, Katsikopoulos and Martignon 2006,
Katsikopoulos and Fasolo 2006). Even when attributes are
continuous variables, the model can be quite effective under
some circumstances (Gigerenzer and Todd 1999, Hogarth
and Karelaia 2005a). Most of these studies are restricted
to the case of two or three alternatives. Finally, there is
empirical evidence that people do sometimes use DEBA-
like strategies in decision making (Bröder 2000, Newell
and Shanks 2003, Newell et al. 2003).
The results in §§3.4 and 3.5 argue that the performance
of DEBA can be explained by the high presence and
persistence of cumulative dominance. This is not the only
explanation: it is well known that if the weights are non-
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Figure 5. ELub as a function of m and k for the base-case scenario and the six variations.
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compensatory (wr 
∑k
s=r+1ws , 1  r  k− 2), then both
TTB and DEBA choose the best alternative with probability
one (Martignon and Hoffrage 1999, 2002). In other words,
the probability lower bound PC and the upper bound for
EL are pessimistic because they hold for the most pes-
simistic set of weights. In summary, DEBA works very well
either in the presence of cumulative dominance or when
weights are noncompensatory.
We do not know of any other heuristic discussed in
the literature that is fully cumulative dominance compli-
ant. We now introduce another fully compliant heuristic
different from DEBA. We call it CDS/EW (Cumulative-
Dominance-Selection/Equal-Weights). CDS/EW ﬁrst con-
siders the alternatives in Cr∗ and, from those, selects the
one with largest attribute sum Xik, breaking ties at random.
Although CDS/EW is more onerous to apply than DEBA,
CDS/EW is intuitively appealing: ﬁrst, it maximizes with
certainty the part of the utility corresponding to attributes
12     r∗, and then takes a more global view than DEBA
to try to maximize the utility corresponding to the attributes
r∗ + 1     k. This strategy might be advantageous if r∗ is
not close to k.
4.2. Heuristics Based on Equal Weights
Equal weights-based heuristics (EW) have been studied,
among others, by Dawes and Corrigan (1974), Einhorn and
Hogarth (1975), and Payne et al. (1993). In the binary
attribute case, those heuristics frequently encounter tied
alternatives and require an additional step to break ties.
One such possibility is EW/RAN, which chooses at ran-
dom between the alternatives with the highest attribute
sum. While EW/RAN complies with simple dominance, it
does not comply with cumulative dominance. To see this,
consider the case of two alternatives with proﬁles x1 =
1011	 and x2 = 0111	. The proﬁle sum is three
in both cases, so that EW/RAN may end up choosing alter-
native 2, which is cumulative dominated by alternative 1.
Not surprisingly, the performance of EW/RAN decays quite
rapidly with m and k (Hogarth and Karelaia 2006a, 2005b).
Another possibility is to break ties using DEBA. The
combination of EW and DEBA gives rise to the EWn/DEBA
family of heuristics. For ﬁxed value of n, 1  n  k,
EWn/DEBA ﬁrst considers the alternatives with the largest
values of Xin, and uses DEBA to choose from this sub-
set. The EWn/DEBA class contains two important particular
cases. At one extreme (n = k), we get EW/DEBA, which
ﬁrst chooses the alternatives with largest Xik and breaks
ties using DEBA. In the binary attribute case, EW/DEBA
is quite intuitive. It chooses the alternative with a higher
number of “pluses,” and then uses DEBA to break ties. At
the other extreme (n= 1, n= 12 if attributes are binary),
we get DEBA. We now argue that EWn/DEBA complies
with cumulative dominance.
Theorem 10. EWn/DEBA, 1 n k, is cumulative domi-
nance compliant.
Proof. Assume that Ck 	= . Note that the alternatives in
Ck cumulative dominate all others, and hence have the
largest values of Xi r , 1 r  k. In particular, they have the
largest values of Xin. Hence, the ﬁrst phase of EWn/DEBA
will not remove these from consideration. Of course, other
alternatives with the same value of Xin may remain. How-
ever, DEBA is used to break ties, and DEBA fully complies
with cumulative dominance. Hence, those other alternatives
will now be removed, and the heuristic will ﬁnally choose
an alternative from Ck. 
Attractive as it seems, EWn/DEBA is not fully cumula-
tive dominance compliant. Consider, for example, the case
of two alternatives with proﬁles x1 = 100	 and x2 =
011	. In this case, Cr∗ = C2 = 1, but EW3/DEBA
chooses alternative 2. An important implication is that the
upper bound on the loss given by Theorem 5 does not apply
to EWn/DEBA. In this example, the loss guaranteed by any
heuristic that fully complies with cumulative dominance is
k − r∗	/k = 1/3. DEBA chooses alternative 1, and the
loss in the most pessimistic weight scenario (w1 = w2 =
w3 = 1/3) is L = U2 − U1 = 1/3, in accordance with the
upper bound. In contrast, EW3/DEBA chooses alternative 2,
and for appropriate weights (w1 = 1 − 2,, w2 = w3 = ,,
, ≈ 0), this choice yields a loss of L = U1 − U2 =
1− 4,≈ 1.
5. Final Remarks and Conclusions
Using the notion of cumulative dominance, we have justi-
ﬁed, for the binary attribute case and for two probabilistic
models, the observed effectiveness of the DEBA heuris-
tic. The results obtained in the paper are applicable to
any heuristic that complies or fully complies with cumula-
tive dominance. We have provided existing and nonexist-
ing examples of heuristics in those classes different from
DEBA. Our results can be used to bound the performance
of those heuristics independently of the particular values
of the weights. Our computational procedures are feasi-
ble for quite large values of m and k. Previous stud-
ies concerning the performance of DEBA and EWn/DEBA
(Hogarth and Karelaia 2006a, 2005b) used simpler enumer-
ation approaches and more modest values of m and k (m up
to ﬁve and k up to ﬁve).
Our study is one more step in the direction of reduc-
ing the descriptive-prescriptive gap in multiattribute deci-
sion making. We have shown that DEBA and other related
heuristics can be effective in the binary attribute setting
in many cases. This strongly supports the insight that the
key managerial skill is to identify and rank the most rel-
evant attributes or factors. Efforts to specify exact values
of weights and/or use information-intensive decision pro-
cedures may have minor returns and be justiﬁed only for a
small fraction of decisions (Keeney 2004).
This work can be generalized in several directions. First,
it would be interesting to analyze the impact of neg-
ative interattribute correlation. For example, alternatives
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offered in the marketplace usually exhibit negative corre-
lation between price and quality. However, negative corre-
lation between one attribute and the rest induces positive
correlation between the latter. Hence, besides the magni-
tude of the negative correlation, the model has to specify
the position in the ordering of the negatively correlated
attribute. In summary, the study of negative correlation, or
of general correlation attribute structures, cannot be done
in the same parsimonious way as the positive correlation
case, and a complete treatment is left for further research.
The formality of our results could be applied to other,
very different settings. As suggested by one of the review-
ers, another scenario to justify the model would be the
attributes being the approval or disapproval of members
of a committee. An alternative having a proﬁle of 10011
means that committee member 1 favors it, committee mem-
ber 2 opposes it, and so on. The assumption is that some
members are more inﬂuential than others (e.g., more senior,
more expert, with a greater stake in the choice). This inter-
pretation is attractive because it avoids attaching speciﬁc
weights to group members.
It is important to emphasize that the properties of (full)
cumulative dominance compliance also hold for general
discrete and continuous attributes. Simulation results indi-
cate that in the discrete case, the presence of cumula-
tive dominance deteriorates as the number of attribute
levels increases (Kirkwood and Corner 1993). However,
the case of equally likely attribute levels might not be
representative—hence, the importance of studying other
environments such as normally distributed continuous
attribute values, possibly correlated. Indeed, the analytic
framework recently developed by Hogarth and Karelaia
(2006b) provides a means for beginning to study this issue.
Furthermore, it would be illuminating to investigate the
level of cumulative dominance in naturally occurring deci-
sion environments.
Even if there is no cumulatively dominant alternative,
some alternatives can be eliminated because they are cumu-
latively dominated by others. Hence, cumulative dominance
establishes a partial order. This suggests questions, left for
future research, such as: What is the expected number of
alternatives remaining after applying cumulative dominance
considerations?, or, What is the probability that cumulative
dominance produces a complete ordering?
6. Electronic Companion
An electronic companion to this paper is available as part
of the online version that can be found at http://or.pubs.
informs.org/.
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